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Nomenclature:

A Area
b Thickness
Cd Discharge coefficrent
d Equivalent diameter
g Gravitational constant
h Height
K Constant
Ko Leak constant
l" Length or width
M Mole mass
m Mass
A m Mass change
n Specific mass or mass per unit area
a Volume flow
P Pressure
R Universal gas constant
r Leak rate
T Absolute temperature
V Unoccupied or free volume in container
w Mass flow rate
x Dimension
y Dimension
rl Efficiency
It Viscosity
p Density
r Time
0 Angle

Table I
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Leak tightness and a proposed method for
inhibiting water penetration of semi-tight

containers
W. A. Schumann*

Abstract

A practical way of characterising semi-tight containers in terms of a leak constant is suggested.
In order to distinguish between vacuum-tight, semi-tight and open containers limils for the leqk
constant sre established. A solution for infiltration of water into semi-tight containers is dis-
cussed and usedfor defining the maximum limil of the leak constant.

Subscripts

b Bag
c Container
0 Atmospheric
I Initial
2 Final
m Max

Superscripts
* Reference condition

Mean

1.0 Introduction

Containers, in general, can be classified as:
(i) vacuum-tight
(ii) semi-tight
(iii) open

Categories of leak tightness lor vacuum-tight containers
are well established in terms of pressure rating (Pa) and
corresponding leak rate, defined as moles of gas per unit
time leaking into a specified volume times the numerical
value of the universal gas constant multiplied by the ab-
solute temperature. Leak rate is therefore proportional to
pressure times volume divided by time and unit volume
and is usually measured in Pa.m3/s.rn.3 or Pa.l"ls.L. The
categories of leak tightness arose from practical experi-
ence and this may be the reason why American and Euro-
pean standards differ as can be seen in table l.

Category of Vacuum

Extra Ultra High
Ultra High
Very High
High
Medium
Low or Rough

British and German Standards American Standards

Pressure Range (Pa) Approximate corresponding
leak rate (Pa.l,ls.t)

Pressure range (Pa)

< 10-6

l0-o- 1g-t
l0-r-102
102 - l0s

l0- 7

l0-t -19-+
l0- + - 1g-r
l0-r- 1g-z

< l0- r0

l0-r0_ l0-7
lO-t - 1g-+
l0-+-19-t
l0-t-3,3x 103

3,3 x 103- l0s

*Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering University of Pretoria
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There exists a need to characterise semi-tight containers
in some similar fashion. Generally, semi-tight containers
have internal pressures close to arrrbient pressure. How-
ever, since pressures and leak rates can change rapidly in
semi-tight containers, it is more practical to define limits
in terms of a so called leak constant. Pressure may change
because of air lifting containers or because of temperature
changes or barometric reasons.

One purpose of this paper is to suggest a way in which
these leak constants can be obtained in order to dis-
tinguish a semi-tight container from an open or vacuum-
tight one.

Examples of semi-tight containers are the following:
(i) storing containers of a particular kind
(ii) shipping containers of a special kind
(iii) diesel or other liquid fuel tanks
(iv) refrigerators and freezers
(v) gear boxes
(vi) certain sealed bearings
When normally closed containers are exposed to chang-
ing climatic conditions of temperature and humidity (in-
cluding rain, snow, dew and frost) for a long period of
time there exists the possibility of water penetration into
the container. This could corrode either the contents or
the container or both. Sometimes most expensive equip-
ment can be totally destroyed if stored in these containers
in the open under the above-mentioned climatic condi-
trons.

Some proposed solutions to deal with the nett influx of
water into semi-tight containers are the following:

(i) Use of water absorbing materials e.g. silicagel and
activated alumina (A0203)

(ii) Use of corrosion or rust inhibitors
(iii) Water-tight bags in which equipment is placed be-

fore it is stored in the container
(iv) Improvement of seals on the containers
(v) [Jse of vacuum-containers or of a cover gas.

Sometimes solutions such as (iii) or (v) are not practical
because certain equipment may intermittently be .used

and returned to a container
The mechanism, according to which a nett influx of

moisture into a semi-tight container may occur, can be
explained as follows:

When a normally closed container is subject to climatic
variations of temperature and humidity the pressure in-
side will decrease when temperature decreases. A pressure
differential will develop across the lid of the container
because the atrnospheric pressure is substantially con-
stant. Being semi-tight, air with a certain moisture con-
tent will be sucked into the container. If the temperature
decrease is large,, partial condensation of the water va-
pour in the air will occur. When the container heats up
again during the normal increase of temperature during
the day, the pressure inside increases and some of the air
escapes again. The moisture content of this air may be
lower than that of the air which entered because, depend-
ing on circumstances, the evaporation of the condensed
water inside the container could be a relatively slow pro-
cess. This cycle is repeated day by day and a slow build up
of moisture inside the container may occur, provided the
minimum temperature is below the condensation or de-
sublimation points.

Water infiltration can happen also when a container is
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exposed to a rain storm where rapid cooling takes place.
Some rain water may then be sucked in through the seal-
ing surface.

Barometric changes and transporting containers across
elevation gradients could also cause pressure differentials
across container lids.

Another purpose of this paper is to suggest a solution
for the infiltration of water into semi-tight containers and
show how it may be used to define the maximum limit of
leak rate for this type of container. The minimum value of
leak rate is also determined.

2.0 Characterising a semi-tight container

It will be required to establish the outer limits of leak rates
in order to characterise semi-tight containers. Air leakage
into and out of containers, subjected to atmospheric con-
ditions, may occur according to the following mecha-
NISMS:

(i) Turbulent flow
(ii) Laminar flow
(iii) Knudsen or molecular flow
Since atmospheric changes occur slowly and the dimen-
sions of leak age channels through the seals of semi-tight
containers are relatively small, the change for turbulent
flow is very remote. Therefore only laminar and Knudsen
flows are considered.

In general the mass flow rate through a leak can be
expressed as:

where the leak flow is into the container when P

and out of the container when P
inside the container and K - constant which depends on
the type of flow.

Since m : mass of air in the free volume V of the
contarner

dmY+_ K(P P")
dr

+- Ko e P")
dr

where Ko : constant

Ko = 
AP.d RT. AP.d2

32Y pl, M 32Y pl,

m- pY- H
x PMV 

e)RT.

(l)

(3)

because absolute air temperature inside a semi-tight con-
tainer will normally be close to the atmospheric value.

Considering only small pressure changes and M, V, R
and To as constant, equations I and 2 gle

(4)

for laminar
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andKo: g /r3Vt,V 2nM

it is found that Ko : +t'(#)

for Knudsen flow

Even if laminar and Knudsen flows occur simul-
taneously, as would happen in a practical case, the re-
lationship given by equation 3 will still hold except that
Ko will be a more complex function of
A, po, d, 1,, Tt,) M, R and To

It will be difficult to calculate the value of K o for a
particular container. However, direct measurement, as
shown in figure I and explained below, would be much
easier.

From equation 3, after integration and substituting
a P* 

= 
l*r,", lr.rr.rre difference across rhe con-

tainer wall
att- 0

and AP - P Po

_ pressure difference at any time z
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ly. After closing the valve the initial pressure difference,
a P*, can be determined and the remaining difference,
A P, after a time z has elapsed. Ko can then be calculated.
To obtain a more accurate experimental value of Ko, sev-
eral values of A P may be obtained at different time inter-
vals. The slope of the regression curve fitted to these ex-
perimental points, otr a semi-log scale will provide the
value of Ko.

Table 2.0 gives practical values for Ko for a number of
empty rubber sealed rectangular container boxes (inter-
nal volume approximately 0,3 mt). The lids of these boxes
were held down by a series of metal clips.

From table 2 it is clear that:
(i) That out-leakage constants are larger than in-leak-

age constants. This is to be expected because of the
tendency of the higher internal pressure to force the
lid open. In the case of in-leakage the lid is forced in
the other direction.

(ii) Differences in Ko can be expected when the lid is re-
moved and replaced or turned to a new position.

(iii) Ko for a particular type of container lies scattered
within a rather broad band of values.

2.1 Definition of a semi-tight container
On account of practical considerations, which will be ela-
borated on, it is suggested that a semi-tight container is
defined as a container for which the leak constant lies
within the following range:

I x l0-'s-'

The upper limit of leak rate for vacuum-tight containers

is approximately l0- 2 Pa'-l' o, Pa'm-3'. In order to have as.t s.m."

smooth transition between "vacuum-tight" and "semi-
tight" containers the lower limit of semi-tight containers
should correspond with the upper limit of vacuum-tight
contarners.

The mass flow rate of air which corresponds with l0-2
Pa.m3/s.m3

POM l0-2 x 29
II 

'w RT 8316,6 x 293

- l,l9 x lO-t kg/s at a temperature of 20 C.

(5)

(6)

Seoling surf oce

Evocuole
0r

Pressur ise +-
Pressure
diff€r€nce

Monomeler

This is the defining equation for Ko, which may be called
the leak constant of the container and which has the di-
mensions of the reciprocal of time (ie. s-').

Referring to figure I , ?fl ordinary water manometer or
other differential pressure measuring device could be con-
nected to the container as shown. An initial pressure dif-
ference can be obtained by either feeding a small amount
of compressed air to the container or evacuating it slight-

Lid

Conlainer

Table 2

Figure I

Container number Ko

irt leakage
(s-')

Ko

out-leakage
s- r

Ko

in-leakage
(lid removed and
replaced) (s-')

in-leakage
(with lid turned through
180') (s-')

I

2

3

4
5

6

0,024
0,034
0,090
0,080
0,051
0.037

0,038
0,048
0,120
0,094
0,064
0.050

0,025
0,036
0,089
0,085
0,0420
0.03 3

0,028
0,03 I

0,060
0,083
0,059
0,034
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Semi-tight containers are subjected to atmospheric tem-
perature changes which has a period of 24 hours. Nor-
mally temperature, and therefore pressure inside a con-
tainer, will drop during one half ( l2 h) of this period and
rise during the other half. It is clear that an average period
of l2 hours should be chosen e.g. for inleakage of air. If it
is assumed that a container of one m3 was initially fully
evacuated, then the total mass which would leak into the
container during a l2 hour period would be

Am - w x 12 x 3600
: 5,141 x lO-t kg of air

The mass of air in one m3 at an atmospheric pressure of
lOOkPa and a temperature of 20 C will be

m -O-PM,RT
lOs x 29

83 16,6 x 293

- l,l9 kg/m.

If the container is cooled down and a mass of A m -
5,141 x lO-t kg allowed to leak in a over a 12 hour per-
iod than, after suddenly returning to 20' C the correspon-
ding pressure change due to the mass change would be

- 
l,l9 + 0105741 

- 1,00432
l,l9

or about 0,432%

In terms of equation 6 it is clear that when

$ - (l-0,00432) afrer t2hAP* \
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tainer volume and causing any pressure difference, be-
tween the container inside and outside, to be ap-
proximately cancelled by wall or bag movement under
influence of the pressure difference. When a "breathing"
bag is used, the bag mouth is sealed and secured to an
opening in the container wall with the bag interior in
communication with the exterior of the container as sche-
matically illustrated in a cross-sectional view of the con-
tainer in figure 2.

|.Breothing ho le

It can be shown from equations l, 2 and 3 that, by as-
suming P - O, the relationship between the leak rate r
and the leak constant Ke is given by

0,99568 s- I

s-r

-', the proposed lower limit

(7)

Pais or Pa m3
' s.m3

"Breothing" bog

Con I o i ne r

Fig 2

The method would have been ideal if a weightless and
totally flexible bag was available. However the specific
mass of the material, expressed as mass per unit area of
the bag material, and its flexibility must be considered
since it will influence the driving pressure difference
which operates the bag.

If one considers e.g. I m area of the upper side of a half
filled bag lying on the floor of a container as shown in fig
3.,

Fig 3

it is clear that the gravitational force due to the weight of
the bag material will create a "back"-pressure difference
if the container is in a cooling phase.

This "back"-pressure difference can easily be calculat-
ed from

K^ - - -l ln
12 x 3600

- 1,002 x l0-7
x I x l0-t s

r - PoKo

The SI unit of r is either

The upper limit of Ko is tied to a proposed solution for
preventing atmospheric air entering a container. This will
be discussed in the next paragraph.

3.0 PROPOSED METHOD FOR INHIBITING AT-
MOSPHERIC AIR OR WATER PENETRATION
OF SEMI.TIGHT CONTAINERS AND ITS
EFFICIENCY

In accordance with a proposed method inhibiting water
penetration of semi-tight containers, a normally rigid
container is provided with a movable wall portion or flex-
ible water-tight breathing bag to vary the internal con-

n D flu?u8
UA L"Ao

: nu.8

=l0noPa

if it is assumed that g x

(8)

(e)

l0 m/s and no is given in kg/m.

A Po represents a constant resista.nce which must be over-
come before the bag can be useful, for example during a
cooling period. This pressure difference can also be re-
garded as a constant difference which will cause in-leak-
age because of the tendency of the top side of the bag to
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act like a piston under its own weight increasing the free
volume inside the container.

If the bag posesses stiffness its effect must be included
in A Po. Normally the total A Po would have to be deter-
mined experimentally for practical cases.

It is now assumed that A Po is small and constant dur-
ing a normal 12 hour cooling period of a daily cycle.

Using equation 3 with

(P Po) - APo
_ constant
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would leak into a container during a specified number of
l,^ hour periods must be calculated. If it is assumed that

(*)_". is the average temperature ratio of minimum

and maximum temperatures, which the container may be
subjected to, then, using equation 13, the average mass of
air which would leak in during a day without a bag pre-
sent will be

A 6^ - 
P"MV

(lo) ''trrc RTr,"
(15)

Integrating this equation over a period of
using equation 9, the mass of air which will
shown to be

Amo - 4,32 x lgs K MV i
onu * 

Kg

and equati on 2, it follows that

#:-KoAPo#+

Assume Tn.,in x Tu and using 12 the ratio

Amo 4,32 x l0-tKono
Am. p"{,_(+*)*.}

-y
y is the ratio of the fraction of air which would flow into a
container with abag present to the fraction which would
flow in without a bag. It is now possible to define an
efficiency for an ideal bag namely

y) x 100%

4,32 x lO-tKono x 100%

(l l)

l2 hours, and
leak in can be

(t2)

(13)

If SI units are used.

Using the ideal gas law, it can be shown that the mass of
air passing into or out of a container during a tempera-
ture change will be given by

( l6)

with P6 in Pa, Ko in s - l and nb in kg/m

From the equation it is clear that the bag efficiency will
improve for smalle. no, smaller T(n,in/T*o*)ove, Stn?ller Ko
and larger P0. Substituting the following extreme, but
practical values for nu, (T*in/Tn'o^),,u. and Po into the above
equation namely

nb - 0,02 kg/m (an extremely light flimsy bag)
(T,o'"/Tn.'o*)ou. - 0,9
Po - 90 000Pa
and Ko _ 0, I
it is found that
4a x 90%

3.2 Improving bog fficiency
The bag efficiency can be improved by suspending the
bag vertically, thus effectively reducing the gravitational
force. It is assumed that the shape of a suspended bag can
be approximated as shown in fig 4.

Where m. - mass of air in the free space inside the con-
tainer. Since there is not much of a pressure change in a
container at a fixed geographical location (larger changes
occur when a container is air-lifted)

P2 x Pr
Arl' ! (l llmc ' T|

x + (r4)
V

where Vo is the minimum bag volume required for a tem-
perature change between Tr and Tr. Typical extreme va-
lues on the same day for a container in the open would be

Tr - 273 + 0 - 273 K
Tz- 273 + 50 - 323 K

since air inside a container could get quite hot, even on a
winter's day.
Therefore Vo _ 0, l8 V, which means that the minimum
bag volume should be approximately l8o/o of the free vol-
ume in the container.

3.1 Bag fficiency
To determine bag efficiency the average mass of air which Fig 4
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Taking a force balance on the suspended bag the effective
pressure difference is given by

e.i. 4 Pu," must never exceed

caused by the bag.
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loh of the pressure difference

n[n.{ * .sino Y ,ino}'-) " [cos 0 sin q, )

be

22)

is

ing

APo -

- 
8nu {x tan oh\

where h

h8

y tan o)

- height of the bag when empty

Buta._xtane-ytanu,
APo - 0

Substituting this result into equations I I and l6 means
that qo - 100% for a vertically suspended ideally flex-
ible bag hanging in the shape as assumed.

In practice one would prefer a bag with an efficiency of
90% or more. Considering all the limits oo Iu, Po, flexi-
bility, possible vertical suspension etc., it seems that the
upper defining limit for Ko will be of the order of l0 -r for
a practical semi-tight container.

3.3 Minimum size of the breathing hole
To ensure that the breathing hole, which forms the con-
nection between the inside of the breathing bag and the
atmosphere, would not restrict flow, its diameter should
be large enough.

The mean mass flow during a 12 hour period when flow is
passing into a bag is given by

(17)

(18)

(20)
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12 x 3600

Climatic temperature changes can be ap
sine wave and the maximum mass flow

w:T:'"( I -*)

wm-r* - 3,636 x lg-try
RT*in

bya
nbe

(le)

It is assumed that laminar flow occurs. Applying equa-
tions I , 4 and l9 the maximum pressure difference across
the breathing hole will be

n D wrRTo
urrr 

KoV M

Requiring (arbitrarily) that

AP"-- b,u - 100 
/\ , '^ b

l0


